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Why this meeting?

The three of us met to exchange knowledge about Data and Software training initiatives at our respective institutions.

We recognized that it is relevant to discuss and coordinate those initiatives at a national level.
What do we mean by training?

an approach used in short and intensive courses to build a person's skills, knowledge and attitudes on a specific subject. Even though the person has attained the highest academic qualifications, still she may want or need to acquire specific knowledge and skills on a given topic.

https://github.com/TrainTheTrainer
The Goal

create more **opportunities** for **learning** and **helping** each other in providing the needed training regarding Data and Software skills

kickstart a **national community of practice (CoP)** around Research Data and Software training
What are we going to do?

- Gather knowledge about *courses already in place* at the different institutions,
- Get an overview of the *training competences available* at the different institutions, and
- Investigate the *opportunities for collaboration* between institutions to fulfil the training needs of researchers in The Netherlands.
Agenda

11:30 - 12:15   Arrival and lunch
12:15 - 12:30   Welcome and introduction.
                  Why are we here?
12:30 - 14:30   Mapping RD and Software management training
14:30 - 14:45   Coffee break
14:45 - 15:30   Identifying challenges/needs
15:30 - 16:15   Identify collaborations
16:15 - 16:30   Parking Lot / Wrap-up
16:30 - 17:00   Social afternoon. Borrel.
Ground rules

- welcoming, friendly, supporting learning environment
- inclusive
  - use English
  - pac-man rule
When standing as a group of people, always leave room for 1 person to join your group.
Ground rules

- welcoming, friendly, supporting learning environment
- inclusive
  - use English
  - pac-man rule
- don’t talk over each other
- use parking lot
- phone on mute
- ... your suggestions
Collaborative notes document

Put your name and contact, short info and contact information
(if you don’t mind)